Historical developments in the research of interferon receptors.
Interferons (IFNs) were discovered 50 years ago independently by Isaacs and Lindemann and by Nagata and Kojima. When it was later realized that IFNs are active at very low concentrations, research began to determine how their powerful effects were generated from such a small initial signal. It has since been established that interferons, as well as all other cytokines, employ cell surface receptors to translate their presence in the serum to a potent cellular response to a viral infection. These receptor complexes are composed of multiple distinct glycosylated transmembrane polypeptides, a number of protein tyrosine kinases, and interact transiently with a large variety of other proteins including transcription factors, phosphatases, signaling repressors, and adaptor proteins coupling the receptor to alternative signaling pathways. Three major receptor complexes exist that are exclusive to each of three major classes of interferon. Even though the effects of each major class of interferon vary physiologically, each receptor complex interacts with its ligand in similar ways and activates similar signaling cascades. In this mini-review, we take a historical perspective at the major events in the characterization of interferon receptors, discussing interesting results that still need to be explained.